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No 151.2 Definitions. (a) Secretary: the Minister of the Interior or authorised representative. (b) Tribe refers to any Indian tribe, indian gang, nation, pueblo, community, rancheria, colony or other group of Indians, including the Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Island Reserve, which is recognized by the Secretary as being recognized by the
Secretary for the special programs and services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. For the purposes of acquisitions under the supervision of 25 US.C. 488 and 489, or any other legal authority that expressly authorizes Trust Acquisitions for such companies, Tribe also means a company chartered under Section 17 of the Law of 18 June 1934 (48 Stat. 988; 25
U.S.C. 477) or Section 3 of the Law of 26 June 1936 (49 Stat. 1967; 25 U.S. .C 503). (c) Individual Indian means: (1) Any person who is an enrolled member of a tribe; (2) On 1 June 1934, any person who is a descendant of such a member and who is a descendant of such a member has physically sifted up in an Indian Reserve recognised by the
Confederation; (3) Any other person who has a total of half or more degree of Indian blood of a tribe; 4. For the acquisition outside the State of Alaska, Individual Indian shall also designate a person who meets the qualifications of paragraphs (c)(1), (2) or (3) of this Section, including Tribe Alaska Native Village or Alaska Native Group, which is recognized by
the Secretary as being for the special programs and services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. d) Trust land or land in fiduciary status means land on which the United States trusts a single Indian or tribe. (e) Restricted country or country with limited status: Land owned by a single Indian or a tribe, which can be alienated or charged by the owner only with the
consent of the secretary due to restrictions contained in the charter of carriage under federal law, or under a federal law that directly prescribes such restrictions. (f) Unless Congress adopts a specific act authorizing a particular acquisition of trust, the Indian reservation means that the territory in which the tribe is recognized by the United States as capable of
governing, except that in the State of Oklahoma or where there is a final judicial finding that a reservation has been lifted or decreased. , Indian reserve means that land that defines the former reserve of the tribe, as defined by the secretary. (g) Land is real estate or any interest in it. (h) Tribal Consolidation Area means a specific area for which the tribe has
prepared a plan for the acquisition of land in fiduciary status for the tribe and the secretary has approved. [45 FR 62036, 18 Sept. 1980, on 60 FR 32879, 23 June 1995] Page 2 No 151.3 Land acquisition policy. Land acquisition policy. not acquired in trust or restricted status may be acquired only for a single Indian or a tribe in fiduciary status if such
acquisition is approved by an act of Congress. The acquisition of land in fiduciary status, including a transfer of land already held in fiduciary or restricted status, is valid unless the acquisition is approved by the Secretary. (a) Subject to the provisions of the laws of Congress permitting the acquisition of land, land may be acquired for a tribe that is faithful: (1) if
the property is within the outer limits of the tribal reservation or adjacent, or is located in a tribal consolidation area; or (2) If the tribe already has an interest in the land; or (3) If the Secretary determines that the acquisition of the land is necessary to facilitate the self-determination of the tribes, economic development or Indian housing. (b) Subject to the
provisions of the acts of The Congress permitting deners or land holdings in fiduciary or restricted status, land may be acquired for a single Indian with fiduciary status: (1) If the land is within or adjacent to the outer borders of an Indian reserve; or (2) If the country is already in trust or restricted status. No 151.2 Definitions. (a) Secretary: the Minister of the
Interior or authorised representative. (b) Tribe refers to any Indian tribe, indian gang, nation, pueblo, community, rancheria, colony or other group of Indians, including the Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Island Reserve, which is recognized by the Secretary as being recognized by the Secretary for the special programs and services of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. For the purposes of acquisitions under the supervision of 25 US.C. 488 and 489, or any other legal authority that expressly authorizes Trust Acquisitions for such companies, Tribe also means a company chartered under Section 17 of the Law of 18 June 1934 (48 Stat. 988; 25 U.S.C. 477) or Section 3 of the Law of 26 June 1936 (49 Stat.
1967; 25 U.S. .C 503). (c) Individual Indian means: (1) Any person who is an enrolled member of a tribe; (2) On 1 June 1934, any person who is a descendant of such a member and who is a descendant of such a member has physically sifted up in an Indian Reserve recognised by the Confederation; (3) Any other person who has a total of half or more
degree of Indian blood of a tribe; 4. For the acquisition outside the State of Alaska, Individual Indian shall also designate a person who meets the qualifications of paragraphs (c)(1), (2) or (3) of this Section, where Tribe Alaska Native Village or Alaska Native Group recognized by the Secretary as being responsible for the special programs and services of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. d) Trust land or land in fiduciary status means land on which the United States trusts a single Indian or tribe. Trust. Restricted land or land in restricted status means land whose property is owned by an individual Indian or tribe and which can be alienated or charged by the owner only with the consent of the secretary because the
sponsored funds are restricted under federal law or under a federal law that directly imposes such restrictions. (f) Unless Congress adopts a specific act authorizing a particular acquisition of trust, the Indian reservation means that the territory in which the tribe is recognized by the United States as capable of governing, except that in the State of Oklahoma or
where there is a final judicial finding that a reservation has been lifted or decreased. , Indian reserve means that land that defines the former reserve of the tribe, as defined by the secretary. (g) Land is real estate or any interest in it. (h) Tribal Consolidation Area means a specific area for which the tribe has prepared a plan for the acquisition of land in
fiduciary status for the tribe and the secretary has approved. [45 FR 62036, 18 Sept. 1980, changed on 60 FR 32879, 23 June 1995] Rules last reviewed for updates: 25 December 2020 (a) Secretary means the Minister of the Interior or authorised representatives. (b) Tribe refers to any Indian tribe, indian gang, nation, pueblo, community, rancheria, colony or
other group of Indians, including the Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Island Reserve, which is recognized by the Secretary as being recognized by the Secretary for the special programs and services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. For the purposes of acquisitions under the supervision of 25 US.C. 488 and 489, or any other legal authority that
expressly authorizes Trust Acquisitions for such companies, Tribe also means a company chartered under Section 17 of the Law of 18 June 1934 (48 Stat. 988; 25 U.S.C. 477) or Section 3 of the Law of 26 June 1936 (49 Stat. 1967; 25 U.S. .C 503). (c) Individual Indian means: (1) Any person who is an enrolled member of a tribe; (2) On 1 June 1934, any
person who is a descendant of such a member and who is a descendant of such a member has physically sifted up in an Indian Reserve recognised by the Confederation; (3) Any other person who has a total of half or more degree of Indian blood of a tribe; 4. For the acquisition outside the State of Alaska, Individual Indian shall also designate a person who
meets the qualifications of paragraphs (c)(1), (2) or (3) of this Section, including Tribe Alaska Native Village or Alaska Native Group, which is recognized by the Secretary as being for the special programs and services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. (d) Trust country or country in fiduciary status means land to which the United States to trust a single Indian or
tribe. (e) (e) Country or country in restricted status, the property of which is owned by an individual Indian or tribe and which can be alienated or charged by the owner only with the consent of the secretary, because the means of broadcasting are restricted or provide for such restrictions under federal law. (f) Unless Congress adopts a specific act authorizing
a particular acquisition of trust, the Indian reservation means that the territory in which the tribe is recognized by the United States as capable of governing, except that in the State of Oklahoma or where there is a final judicial finding that a reservation has been lifted or decreased. , Indian reserve means that land that defines the former reserve of the tribe, as
defined by the secretary. (g) Land is real estate or any interest in it. (h) Tribal Consolidation Area means a specific area for which the tribe has prepared a plan for the acquisition of land in fiduciary status for the tribe and the secretary has approved. [45 FR 62036, 18 Sept. 1980, changed on 60 FR 32879, 23 June 1995] Authority: R.S. 161: 5 U.S.C 301.
Interpretation or application 46 Stat. 1106 as amended; 46 Stat. 1471 as amended; 48 Stat. 985, as amended; 49 Stat. 1967, as amended, 53 Stat. 1129; 63 Stat. 605; 69 Stat. 392, as amended; 70 Stat. 290, as amended; 70 Stat. 626; 75 Stat. 505; 77 Stat. 349; 78 Stat. 389; 78 Stat. 747; 82 Stat. 174, modified, 82 Stat. 884; 84 Stat. 120; 84 Stat. 1874; 86
Stat. 216; 86 Stat. 530; 86 Stat. 744; 88 Stat. 78; 88 Stat. 81; 88 Stat. 1716; 88 Stat. 2203; 88 Stat. 2207; 25 U.S.C 2, 9, 409a, 450h, 451, 464, 465, 487, 488, 489, 501, 502, 573, 574, 576, 608, 608a, 610, 610a, 622, 624, 640d-10, 1466, 1495, and other authoritative acts. Cross-reference: For rules relating to: Inheritance of interests in trust or restricted
country, see Parts 15, 16 and 17 of this Title and 43 CFR Part 4; the acquisition of land under the BIA loan guarantee, insurance and interest subsidy scheme, see Part 103 of this Title; the exchange and division of trust or restricted countries, see Part 152 of this Title; Land acquisition approved by the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance
Act, see Parts 900 and 276 of this Title; acquisition of allotments in public or national forests (43 CFR Part 2530); Acquisition of native allotments and locals in Alaska, see 43 CFR Parts 2561 and 2564; the acquisition of land by Indians with funds lent by the Farmers Home Administration, see 7 CFR Part 1823, Subsection N; acquisition of land by acquisition
or exchange for members of the Osage tribe who do not have 117.8 and 158.54 of this title. United States Code: ['Title': '25', 'Section': '2', '2', ' Duties of Commissioner', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/2'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '9', 'headtext': ' Regulations by President', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/9'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '409a', 'headtext': ' Sale of restricted
lands; reinvestment in other restricted lands', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/409a'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '450h', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/450h'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '451', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/451'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '464', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/464'}, {'Title': '25',
'Section': '465', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/465'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '467', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/467'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '487', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/487'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '488', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/488'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section':
'489', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/489'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '501' , 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/501'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '502', 'headtext': ' Transferred', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/502'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '573', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/573'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '574',
'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/574'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '576', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/576'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '608', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/608'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '608a', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/608a'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '610', 'headtext': ' Omitted',
'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/610'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '610a', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/610a'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '622', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/622'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '624', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/624'}, {'Title': '25', 'Section': '640d-10', 'headtext': ' Omitted', 'cleanpath':
'/uscode/text/25/640d-10'}, {'Title': '18', 'Section': '1001', 'headtext' : ' Aussagen oder Einträge im Allgemeinen', 'Cleanpath': '/uscode/text/18/1001'', ''Titel': '25', 'Abschnitt': '1466', 'Headtext': 'Land- und Eigentumstitel', 'cleanpath': '/uscode/text/25/1466'', ''Titel': '25', 'Abschnitt': '1495', 'Kopftext': 'Land- und Persönliche Eigentumstitel', 'cleanpath':
'/uscode/text/25/1495'',], 'Statutes at Large': ['Volume': '88', 'Page': '78', 'Headtext': '88 Stat. 78', 'cleanpath': ' ,,'Volume': '88', 'Page': '81', 'Headtext': '88 Stat. 81', 'cleanpath': ''Volume': '84', 'Page': '120', 'Headtext': '84 Stat. 120', 'cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '82', 'Page': '174', 'Headtext': '82 Stat. 174', 'cleanpath': ' ,, ''Volume': '86', 'Seite': '216', 'Kopftext': '86 Stat.
216', 'cleanpath': ' ,, ''Volume': '70', 'Seite': '290', 'Kopftext': '70 Stat. 290', 'Cleanpath': ' , ''Volume': '77', 'Seite': '349', 'Headtext': '77 Stat. 349', 'Cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '78', 'Page': '389', 'Headtext': '78 Stat. 389', 'cleanpath': ' : ' . 'Band': '69', 'Seite': '392', 'Headtext': '69 Stat. 392', 'Cleanpath': ' ,,'Volume': '75', 'Page': '505', 'Headtext': '75 Stat. 505', 'cleanpath' : '
,,'Volume': '86', 'Seite': '530', 'Headtext': '86 Stat. 530', 'cleanpath': ' ,,'Volume': '63', 'Page': '605', 'Headtext': '63 Stat. 605', 'cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '70', 'Page': '626', 'headtext': '70 Stat. 626', 'cleanpath': ' ', 'Volume': '86', 'Seite': '744', 'Headtext': '86 Stat. 744', 'cleanpath': ' ,, ''Volume': '78', 'Seite': '747', 'Headtext': '78 Stat. 747', 'cleanpath': ' ,, ''Volume': '82',
'Seite': '884', 'Headtext': '82 Stat. 884', 'cleanpath' : ' ', ''Volume': '48', 'Page': '985', 'Headtext': '48 Stat. 985', 'Cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '46' , 'Seite': '1106', 'Headtext': '46 Stat. 1106', 'Cleanpath': ' , ''Volume': '53', 'Page': '1129', 'Headtext': '53 Stat. 1129', 'cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '46', 'Page': '1471', 'headtext': '46 Stat. 1471', 'cleanpath': ' ', ''Volume': '88', 'Seite':
'1716', 'Headtext': '88 Stat. 1716', 'cleanpath': ' ,, ''Volume': '84', 'Seite': '1874', 'Headtext': '84 Stat. 1874', 'cleanpath': ' , ''Volume': '49', 'Seite': '1967', 'Headtext': '49 Stat. 1967', 'cleanpath': ' , ''Volume': '88' , 'Page': '2203', 'headtext': '88 Stat. 2203', 'cleanpath': Volume: '88', 'Seite': '2207', 'Headtext': '88 Stat. 2207', 'Cleanpath': ' '], 'Public Laws': [], 'Presidential
Documents': []' []'
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